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By employing a spaced multilayer structure in a uniformly mixed P and N co-host, we developed a
three-color white organic light emitting device with a stable Commission Internationale de
L’Eclairage coordinates insensitive to the applied bias voltage. This insensitivity was achieved by
suppressing the exciton quenching and shifting recombination zone effectively. Besides the achieved
stable color coordinates of (0.411 6 0.007, 0.382 6 0.003), a high power efficiency of 30.7 lm/W and
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
high color rendering index >80 were realized simultaneously. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905599]

As a new technology in flat panel displays, organic
light-emitting diode (OLED) displays have achieved a great
success, which have been visibly demonstrated by the commercial 5500 TV manufactured by LG and Samsung.1–10 As
the next important application, OLED lighting is lags behind
relatively in the commercial aspect. Although white OLED
(WOLED) has not demonstrated itself as a lighting device in
the commercial market, it is actually used for the state-ofthe-art OLED TV-despite of the patterning difficulty in
OLED displays.11 Thus, it is interesting to recognize that
OLED display and WOLED lighting are becoming one technology, and their development will converge. The requirements for WOLED include high power efficiency under high
luminance (namely, high luminous efficiency and low driving voltage), high color rendering index (CRI), and voltage
independent emission spectra.1–10
To achieve white emission, there are mainly two scenarios.
The first is the device with one white emissive layer doped with
red (R), green (G), and blue (B) dopants. While the other one is
the device containing stacked RGB emissive sub-layers.
Considering both display and lighting applications, the latter
one becomes the present choice.7,8,12–14 Normally, the mobilities of electron and hole differ by orders of magnitude or
even worse for various functional layers in the OLED structure,
and they are electrical field dependent.15,16 As a result, the
recombination zone shifts with the change of driving voltage,
leading to voltage dependent emissive spectra.8,12,13 Generally,
it is difficult to obtain satisfactory performance for the parameters mentioned above for WOLED in the same device
simultaneously.8,12,13 If the recombination zone could cover
RGB emissive sub-layers uniformly at any driving voltage, the
emission could be engineered to be bias-insensitive. But for
a)
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conventional structures, the recombination zone cannot extend
to all the emissive sub-layers uniformly unless the thicknesses
of the RGB emissive sub-layers could be decreased. However
as the thickness reduces, the amount of dopant molecules is
also decreased, leading to a significant drop of luminance and
efficiency. In this work, we designed and realized a spaced multilayer structure (SMS) device, exhibiting high efficiency, stable
spectra, and high CRI simultaneously.
All chemicals used in this work are commercially available.
Patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates (10 X/sq.)
were used in our experiments. First, the ITO substrates were
cleaned with de-ionized water, isopropanol, acetone in
sequence. Then they were oven-dried and treated in O2
plasma. All functional films and aluminum electrode were
fabricated by thermal evaporation in a single run at a base
pressure of less than 4  104 Pa without breaking the vacuum. All the organics and other compounds were evaporated
at a rate of about 0.1–0.2 nm s1, and the aluminum electrodes were evaporated at a rate of 0.8–1 nm s1. A shadow
mask was used to define the cathode and we could obtain
eight devices (with emissive area of 4  4 mm2) on each substrate. The luminance-current-voltage (L-I-V) characteristics
and electroluminescence (EL) spectra were measured simultaneously with a Keithley 2400 source meter and a
Photoresearch PR-650 spectrometer. For transient photoluminescence (PL) experiment, the laser source was Coherent
TM
Libra regenerative amplifier (50 fs, 1 KHz, 800 nm) seeded
TM
by a Coherent Vitesse oscillator (50 fs, 80 MHz). 325-nm
laser pulses were generated from the Coherent OPerA-Solo
optical parametric amplifier. The laser pulses (circular spot,
diameter 1.5 mm) were directed to the films. The emission
from the samples was collected at a backscattering angle of
TM
150 by a pair of lenses into an Optronis Optoscope streak
camera system which has an ultimate temporal resolution of
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10 ps. All measurements were carried out at room temperature in ambient atmosphere.
Both P and N doping were applied to the charge injection layers to lower down the driving voltage and enhance
the power efficiency; 4,40 ,400 -tris(N-3-methyphenyl-N-phenylamino)triphenylamine (m-MTDATA) doped with 2,3, 5,6tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ), and
3,5-Tris(1-phenyl-1H-benziMidazol-2-yl)benzene (TPBi) doped
with cesium carbonate (Cs2CO3) were used as P-type hole
injection and N-type electron injection layer, respectively.
For the emissive layer (EML), a blended film of 4,40 ,400 -Tri9-carbazolyltriphenylamine (TCTA) and TPBi with a 1:1
weight ratio was employed as the PN co-host for better
charge balance. The phosphorescent materials of bis(1-phenyl-isoquinoline)(acetylacetonato)iridium(III) (Ir(piq)2 acac)
and bis(3,5-difluoro-2–(2-pyridyl)phenyl-(2-arboxypyridyl)
iridium(III) (FIrpic) were selected as red and blue emitting
dopants, respectively. In order to obtain a high CRI white
emissive spectrum, the bis(2-phenylbenzothiazolato)(acetyl
acetonate)iridium(III) ((BT)2Iracac) was selected as the
complementary yellow emitting dopant. The hole transport material used was N,N0 -di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N0 -iphenyl-benzidine (NPB).
The PN co-host is supposed to have a broader recombination zone compared to single host, resulting in a lower
concentration of both polarons and excitons.17,18 Furthermore,
the broader emission zone is beneficial to cover multi monochromic emission sub-layer in the WOLEDs for a voltage independent emissive spectrum. In order to investigate the
influence of SMS comparing to normal emissive structure,
we fabricated the blue monochrome emissive device before
the WOLEDs. Four OLEDs of the PN co-host structure were
fabricated and compared (Fig. 1); Device i: ITO\mMTDATA:F4-TCNQ (5% wt., 30 nm)\NPB (15 nm)\TCTA
(15 nm)\EMi\TPBi (30 nm)\TPBi:Cs2CO3 (10% wt., 30 nm)
\Al (100 nm), where i ¼ 1, 2, 3, and 4. The structures of all
EMi are indicated in Table I. The R, Y, and B represent the
red TcTa:TPBi:Ir(piq)2acac (1:1:x% wt.), yellow TCTA:
TPBi:(BT)2Iracac (1:1:x% wt.), and blue TCTA:TPBi:
FIrpic (1:1:x% wt.) emissive sub-layer, respectively. In the
devices with the SMS, the host of TCTA:TPBi (1:1 wt) film
between the emitting layers was also called spacer (S).

FIG. 1. The structures of devices 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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TABLE I. The EM structure of all devices. The R, Y, and B represent the
red TcTa:TPBi:Ir(piq)2acac (1:1:x% wt.), yellow TCTA:TPBi:(BT)2Iracac
(1:1:x% wt.), and blue TCTA:TPBi:FIrpic (1:1:x% wt.) emissive sub-layer,
respectively.
Device
EM1
EM2
EM3

EM4

Emissive layer structure
B (7% wt., 20 nm)
[B (7% wt., 3.5 nm)\S (3 nm)]*5\B (7% wt., 2.5 nm)
R (7% wt., 3 nm)\S (3 nm)\Y (7% wt., 3 nm)\S (3 nm)\B
(7% wt., 4 nm)\S (3 nm)\R (7% wt., 3 nm)\S (3 nm)\Y
(7% wt., 3 nm)\S (3 nm)\B (7% wt., 4 nm)
B (7% wt., 5 nm)\S (2 nm)\R (5% wt., 2 nm)\S (2 nm)\Y
(5% wt., 2 nm)\S (2 nm)\B (7% wt., 3 nm)\S (2 nm)\Y
(5% wt., 1.5 nm)\S (2 nm)\R (5% wt., 1.5 nm)\S (2 nm)\B
(7% wt., 2 nm)\S (2 nm)\Y (5% wt., 0.5 nm)\S (2 nm)\R
(5% wt., 0.5 nm)\S (2 nm)\B (10% wt., 2 nm).

Device 1 is a monochrome control device with a normal
guest-host structure. Device 2 is another monochrome control device with the SMS. Device 3 is the three-color white
device with the SMS. Device 4 is the target three-color white
device based on device 3. For all devices, the amount of all
three color dopant molecules is the same.
Fig. 2 shows the plots of current density-voltage, luminous efficiency-luminance, and power efficiency-luminance
of devices 1, 2, 3, and 4. For the monochrome OLED device
1, the onset driving voltage (at about 1 cd/m2) was about
2.6 V (Fig. 2), which is close to the photon energy radiated
from FIrpic exciton (478 nm). Due to the P and N doped
injection layers and uniform host, there is almost no energy
barrier for holes and electrons to inject and transport.
Additionally, because of a better charge balance of the P and
N co-host, the device shows a maximum luminous efficiency
of about 37.3 cd/A at 150 cd/m2 and a maximum power efficiency of about 42.1 lm/W at 3.5 cd/m2. Comparing to device
1, the maximum luminous efficiency of device 2 with the
SMS is 35.9 cd/A at 143 cd/m2, slightly lower compared to
device 1, which is probably caused by the backward energy
transfer from FIrpic exciton to TPBi (triplet state of 2.6 eV)
molecule in the spacer between two emissive sub-layers.7
Additionally, the driving voltage of device 2 with the SMS is

FIG. 2. The current density-voltage and luminous efficiency-luminance
curves of devices 1, 2, 3, and 4. The power efficiency plots versus luminance
of devices 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown in inset.
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slightly higher comparing to device 1, which is related to
more interfaces of the SMS. The maximum power efficiency
of device 2 was 39.6 lm/W at 3.3 cd/m2. However, it is note
that the luminous efficiency drop for device 2 (dropped by
21% from 35.9 cd/A at 143 cd/m2 to 28.2 cd/A at 11290 cd/
m2) at high luminance was improved significantly compared
to device 1 (dropped by 36% from 37.3 cd/A at 150 cd/m2 to
26.1 cd/A at 10470 cd/m2). Though the amount of monochromic
dopant molecules is the same for devices 1 and 2, and the
concentration of dopant for each emissive sub-layer in device 2 is also the same to device 1, due to the spaced recombination zone structure, the distance between two Ir-complex
dopants divided by the spacer exceeds the effective radius of
exiton-exciton interactions (Fig. 1). Thus, the triplet-triplet
exciton annihilation process caused by exciton-exciton interaction, especially under higher driving current density, was
suppressed effectively, leading to a slower luminous efficiency roll-off.17–19 In order to compare the luminous efficiency droop between devices 1 and 2, following Baldo
et al.,20 we defined a critical current density (J0) as the luminous efficiency drop to 70% of the maximum value. As indicated in Fig. 2, for device 1, J0 is about 40 mA/cm2 when the
luminous efficiency is 26.1 cd/A (the corresponding maximum luminous efficiency is 37.3 cd/A at 0.2 mA/cm2).
While for device 2 with SMS, J0 is about 80 mA/cm2 when
the luminous efficiency is 24.5 cd/A, compared to the maximum luminous efficiency of 35.8 cd/A at 0.4 mA/cm2.
Based above works the three-color white device 3 with
the SMS was fabricated, and the maximum luminous efficiency is about 32.2 cd/A at 64.5 cd/m2 (dropped by 24.8%
to 24.2 cd/A at 9690 cd/m2) (Fig. 2), which is comparatively
smaller than those of devices 1 and 2. The maximum power
efficiency was about 36.8 lm/W at 3.1 cd/m2 and it decreased
to 12.5 lm/W at 9690 cd/m2, which accounts for about 66%
reduction. As Fig. 3(a) shows, the blue component dominates
initially, and as the driving voltage increases, the spectra
shift significantly. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a), the
Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) 1931 coordinates change significantly from (0.209, 0.403) at 13 cd/m2
to (0.428, 0.427) at 9690 cd/m2. A similar phenomenon was
observed by changing the sequence of monochromic emissive sub-layers. Though the P and N co-host architecture
facilitates a broader recombination zone and better charge
balance compared to the single host device, due to a higher
hole mobility of TCTA (in comparison to the electron mobility of TPBi) and a faster increasing electron mobility of
TPBi (comparing to the hole mobility of TCTA) with the
increase of driving voltage, the recombination zone becomes
highly voltage dependent.18,21 At a low driving voltage, the
recombination zone mainly distributes at the EML\electron
transport layer (ETL) interface with an energy barrier for
hole transport, thus the emission of FIrpic is dominated. As
driving voltage increases, the recombination zone extends
and shifts towards the EML\hole transport layer (HTL) interface, leading to a significant emissive spectrum shift. If the
recombination zone can always cover three different monochromic emissive sub-layers at any driving voltage, the emissive spectral shift can be suppressed effectively. Thus the
spacer and emissive sub-layer must be thin enough.

Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 023302 (2015)

FIG. 3. (a) The emissive spectra of device 3 at different luminance, and the
inset indicates the corresponding CIE coordinates. (b) The emissive spectra
of device 4 at different luminance, and the inset and table show the corresponding CIE coordinates and CRI, respectively.

Additionally, the energy transfer processes from higher
energy dopant excitons to the lower ones probably play an
important role in the spectral shift. Though the shorter
F€orster energy transfer radii (less than 2 nm) for Ir-complex
and the higher triplet state energy (2.8 eV) of TCTA can suppress the spectral shift by partially blocking the F€orster and
Dexter energy transfer processes between two adjacent emitting layers, the energy transfer processes via TPBi triplet
state may still exist.7 In order to investigate the potential
energy transfer between the B, Y, and R emitters, the timeresolved photoluminescence (TRPL) of individual emitter
films were collected. The decay traces of the emission peaks
(65 nm) were presented in Figure 4. The PL lifetimes are fitted as 1.33 ls, 1.21 ls, and 0.87 ls for the single layers containing FIrpic, (BT)2Iracac, and Ir(piq)2acac, respectively. It
can be seen from Figure 4 clearly that the decay trace for the
relative high photon energy emitter in the bi-emitter film is
almost overlapped with the corresponding single layer decay
trace. The changes in exciton lifetime should be quite significant, especially for the energy donor, should there be any
effective non-radiative energy transfer between two different
Ir-complexes. In view of the large distance between two Ircomplexes, this suggests that the energy transfer between the
different monochromic emitters in the bi-layer films is inefficient. The slightly increased lifetime for the relative low
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a relatively thicker and larger energy barriers for electron
and hole at EML\HTL and EML\ETL interfaces, respectively, the charge and exciton densities are correspondingly
larger. Thus, we allocated the two blue monochromic layers
at these two interfaces to ensure the relative intensity of
FIrpic compared to the other two components. Similarly, in
order to weaken the likely influence of non-radiative energy
transfer, the sequence of the monochromic layers were also
adjusted to ensure the spectral stability. From the spectral
shift indicated in Fig. 3(a) and emission layer structure of device 3 (Fig. 1), the recombination zone width was extended
from less than 9 nm to more than 16 nm. A spacer thickness
of 2 nm was selected for in device 4, which is to balance the
spectral shift caused by recombination zone shift and energy
transfer between different emissive excitons. To ensure a stable
emission of blue color as the driving voltage varies, the FIrpic
concentration of the emissive sub-layer close to EML\ETL
interface was increased to 10% wt., and the amount of FIrpic in
the whole emissive layer is more than those of (BT)2Iracac and
Ir(piq)2acac. As Fig. 2 shows, device 4 exhibits a maximum luminous efficiency of about 29.7 cd/A at 118 cd/m2, which
reduces to 22.9 cd/A at 9170 cd/m2. The corresponding drop is
about 22%. The power efficiency of the device is 30.7 lm/W at
5.7 cd/m2 and 11.7 lm/W at 9170 cd/m2, which accounts for
60% drop. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the CIE 1931 coordinates of
device 4 fall in the warm white range. As the driving voltage
varies, coordinates (0.411 6 0.007, 0.382 6 0.003) have a little
change as the luminance increases from about 10 cd/m2 to about
10 000 cd/m2. Additionally, the CRIs at various luminance are
also excellent as indicated in the inset table in Fig. 3(b); at about
10 000 cd/m2, the CRI is 86.
In conclusion, employing P and N doped charge injection layer, P and N co-host, and SMS emissive layer, a
three-color WOLED was developed, which exhibited a good
overall performance, including high power efficiency, slower
efficiency roll off at high luminance, stable emissive spectra,
and high CRI.

FIG. 4. The transient photoluminescence plots of (a) Firpic in film A and D
(monitored at 478 nm), and (BT)2Iracac in films B and D (monitored at
560 nm), (b) Firpic in films A and E (monitored at 478 nm), and Ir(piq)2acac
in films C and E (monitored at 620 nm), (c) (BT)2Iracac in films B and F
(monitored at 560 nm), and Ir(piq)2acac in films C and F (monitored at
620 nm). The solid lines are correspondingly fitting curves. The R, Y, and B
represent the TcTa:TPBi:Ir(piq)2acac (1:1:7% wt.), TCTA:TPBi:(BT)2Iracac
(1:1:7% wt.), and TCTA:TPBi:FIrpic (1:1:7% wt.) film, respectively.

photon energy emitter in the bi-emitter film should be caused
by the relative high energy photon re-absorbed by this
emitter.22
To weaken the spectral shift caused by the recombination zone shift and re-absorption of lower emitters, the thickness of emissive sub-layers and spacer were reduced for
device 4 compared to device 3. Furthermore, in order to
weaken the influence of non-radiative energy transfer process, the amounts of all monochromic dopant in the emissive
sub-layers were adjusted, and the optimized three-color
white device 4 was designed and fabricated. Because there is
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